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thank you for your purchase!



F O L L O W  T H E S E  S T E P S

HOW IT WORKS

01 WATCH THE TUTORIAL HERE

Click this link to watch a Loom tutorial on how to use this

template effectively.

02 UPLOAD YOUR TEMPLATE TO CLICKUP

Click this link to get your template. Choose which Workspace,

Space, and Folder you want to put this template in.

03 CUSTOMIZE

This template is all yours now! Delete my example brands and fill

in your current brand leads and partnerships! Remember, you

can also edit the Custom Fields that I have so that this works

how YOU want it to.
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04 LAND THOSE COLLABS

I hope this tracker helps organize and streamline your brand

pitching process! I can't wait to see what you create. Whether

you're a one-woman show or have some support, this template is

going to take you from stressed and scattered to booked and

blessed.

https://www.loom.com/share/a815c90487a446b19fdeb1763badf845
https://app.clickup.com/template/subcategory/t-180282132/0216f057f1b31ec


HI, I 'M ALEX
I T ' S  N I C E  T O  M E E T  Y O U !

Thank you so much for supporting my small business! Organizing & streamlining your biz

can feel overwhelming at times, which is why creating these low-cost ClickUp templates

has been such a passion project of mine.

For those of you that don't know me, I am an Online Business Manager for Influencers &

Entrepreneurs... which is just a fancy way of saying I manage all of the projects, teams, and

systems within their businesses! In addition to that, I am an online educator for Virtual

Assistants who are looking to strategically support Influencers, too!

You can find me over on Instagram at @alexporterfield.biz and if you have an interest in

joining my email newsletter or online course waitlist, those links are there for you, too.

Alex Porterfield

ALEXPORTERFIELD.COM

https://www.instagram.com/alexporterfield.biz/
https://unique-knitter-4859.ck.page/91dcf79751
https://unique-knitter-4859.ck.page/117d208580

